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This work was performed in course of development of software and hardware for Mobile
assembly robot TIERA, which was designed and built in Laboratory of Intelligent Machines
in Lappeenranta University of Technology.
Development of ROS-based control system is described in this paper. This work explains
principles of remote control of UR10 robotic arms, including launching controller from
operator’s workstation. Other parts of manipulator, including gripper and force and torque
sensor are also described in this work. Important part of work is study of a haptic feedback.
Functioning of distributed computational graph is also explained. Working software for both
robotic arms was developed and reliable force feedback on the haptic device was achieved.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile robots are multi-functional devices capable of performing a wide range of tasks in
different environments, thanks to their ability to change their position inside the workspace
according to current operational requirements or operator’s needs. This paper is focused on
such an important part of the mobile robot as manipulators. They allow the robot to interact
with various objects around it, collect samples, remove obstacles or obtain favorable camera
angles.

1.1 Description of TIERA robot
Accidents on industrial facilities may be followed by release of significant amounts of
radioactive, toxic or other hazardous materials that make it dangerous for emergency
response teams to work and significantly hamper further operations inside the contaminated
area. For example, during the emergency situation on the Fukushima nuclear power plant,
fifty employees and rescuers were exposed to high levels of radiation due to operating in
hazardous areas. A remotely operated mobile robot TIERA was developed in the Laboratory
of Intelligent Machines in Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT) in order to help
people working in extreme or dangerous conditions.

Other areas of application of developed robot include:
•

Healthcare - delivery of drugs and medical materials,

•

Cleaning - automated cleaning of large areas,

•

Logistics - moving materials inside warehouses,

•

Industry – assembly and delivery of materials and parts,

•

Safety and security – explosives disposal, monitoring hazardous areas,

•

Mining - underground research, search and rescue operations in polluted atmosphere,

•

Shipbuilding - welding and cutting of large metal sheets,

•

Research work - study of volcanoes, the Arctic, Antarctic and other potentially
dangerous places.
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Possibilities of working under extreme temperatures, on rough terrain, in atmosphere
polluted by hazardous materials, etc. were taken into account when designing the mobile
robot.

Main systems that the robot is equipped with include:
•

Universal Robotics (UR) UR10 robotic arms, equipped with a three-finger gripper
and force and torque sensor FT150 made by Robotiq. Manipulators are used to move
objects, clear debris or work with dangerous objects. Manipulators are controlled
using two Geomagic Touch haptic devices.

•

Advantech control computer running Ubuntu Linux and serving as important Robot
Operating System (ROS) node.

•

A machine vision system that allows operator to receive visual information about the
environment. It consists of two main cameras providing binocular vision, two
cameras mounted on grippers to provide more accurate targeting, and a rotary
platform with two degrees of freedom that serves as a head. Angles of head tilt are
regulated by servo drives; the built-in brake allows to save battery charge by
removing the need to constantly maintain position using servos. By using binocular
vision, image from head cameras can be viewed in 3D format. The video stream is
transmitted independently from other data via its own communication channel on a
distance of up to 500 meters.

•

Proximity sensors that determine distance to obstacles and transmit information to
the operator's workstation. The robot is equipped with eight ultrasonic range finders,
located along the perimeter, as well as a Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
device for mapping obstacles in the front hemisphere. A tactical-grade high-precision
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is also installed on-board. The data is collected and
processed by National Instruments (NI) Compact Reconfigurable Input Output
(cRIO) computer. cRIO is also responsible to maintain climate control system and
front light.

•

A communication system based on Wi-Fi / fourth generation network (4G).
Industrial routers installed on the robot allow switch between different
communication channels. Wi-Fi communication is used during this work.
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•

Chassis, which includes a steel frame and four omnidirectional motor-wheels. The
wheels are controlled by the EPOS motor driver and allow robot to rotate in place,
and to move in the lateral and diagonal directions.

The robot is controlled from the operator's workstation. The main element of the workstation
is a computer with Windows Operating System (OS) and two virtual machines for working
with Robot Operating System (ROS) (ROS 2017). The workstation is also equipped with
two haptic devices to control the manipulators, a Microsoft X-Box controller, a 2 Degree of
Freedom joystick to control position of the head, a router to communicate with the robot and
six monitors, three of which output the video stream from the cameras, while information
from sensors and virtual machines is displayed on the other three. The operator's workstation
is shown in the Figure 1. It should be noted that all electronic equipment used in this project
meets high standards of reliability and dust-resistance.

Figure 1. Operator’s workstation.

Thus, it can be said that the TIERA robot is equipped with a set of tools that allow to perform
repair, search and rescue operations away from the workstation, providing the operator with
tactile, visual and acoustic feedback. The appearance of the robot is shown in the Figure 2.
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Figure 2. TIERA mobile robot.

1.2 Research background
This chapter is focused describing the contribution of previous students who worked on
mobile robot’s robotic arms and related topics. Brief literature study is also presented in this
chapter.

According to SCOPUS, number of studies around mobile robots has been steadily increasing
during last few years. Some works concerning haptics and manipulators were studied during
this literature review.

Way of creating a software package for controlling industrial robots is studied by Liang
(2016). A developed integrated package based on ROS is described. It uses ROS-Industrial
libraries to create modular software that can be used to build software according to used
hardware. Modules allow to perform simulations, use intermediate programming language
and visual programming. Results of experiments are presented to confirm that the package
is fully functional and can be applied to real robotic systems.
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Study of intuitive control of UR10 was performed by Chen (2015). In this case, Leap Motion
software and hardware was used to control robotic arm using hand gestures of the operator.
Principles of noise filtering, coordinate transformation and inverse kinematics are described.
Used strategy allowed to intuitively control manipulator and experiments were conducted to
prove that the system presented is effective and practical.

Studies of Geomagic Touch, or Phantom Omni, are made by Vaugan (2016). In this case,
haptic device was used for training surgeons. Using virtual model of hip, joint etc. simulator
allows surgeon to feel feedback, while using joystick similar to the tools that are used in real
life surgeries. It is shown that using haptics reduces learning curve, allowing surgeon to
prepare for surgeries faster. This might also be the case with robotic arms, since haptic
devices provide more intuitive control.

Another topic that was studied in connection to ROS and mobile robots is described in
Yousuf (2015). This paper explains how tools provided by ROS can be used to perform
kinematics calculation for purposes of robotics. An emphasis made on matrix operations,
Triaminic functions and imaginary numbers.

Different example of using haptics in robotics shown by Hellman (2018). In this work, a
control system based on haptics is presented. Emphasis was made on using force feedback
to simplify process of decision-making in robot control. Experiment with robotic arm using
data from tactile sensors was performed, during which the arm successfully closed the zip
lock bag. This task is rather complex because of unpredictable tensions and deformations of
the bag, however, using neural networks helped to solve this task.

The communication system for the TIERA robot was developed within the framework of the
master thesis of Poberezkin (2017). The work was focused on researching various aspects of
development of communication links within remotely operated robots, as well as on
combining various hardware and software tools with the goal of creating a reliable
communication system between the robot and the operator's workstation. The main part of
the work is devoted to wireless technologies, especially Wi-Fi. In course of the work, the
process of creating a wireless network for controlling the robot is described and various
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methods for assessing the reliability and security of the communication channel are used.
The author also explored the possibility of using communication over long distances with
the help of 4G and virtual private networks (VPN). Part of the work is devoted to describing
ways of safely operating the robot in case of unstable connection. The result of this work is
a reliable communication system that combines various subsystems inside the robot.
Principles of operation of the system are presented in “METHODS AND EQUIPMENT”.
Work on UR10 was started during the Chloé Nativel’s internship and is described in
internship report. The main task was to develop an interface for controlling the robotic arm
in the ROS environment. As a result, a software that allowed to directly control the angular
position of each joint was developed. This method has a low delay in execution time,
however, due to the difference in design of the manipulator and the haptic device, it is not
the best solution because it requires a more time for operator get familiar with and allows
self-collision. The author noted the importance of using a coordinate system in which
position of the gripper would be described not by the set of angles, but by the actual position
of the joystick in the Cartesian coordinate system of the haptic device. Questions of using
ROS to control the gripper were also studied, and a practical result in form of a code
responsible for opening and closing fingers was presented.

Further work on manipulators is described by Artigas (2017). The main tasks set during this
work were the translation of control system into a Cartesian coordinate system, and
connection of sensors to obtain force feedback. As a result, a code was developed that allows
operator to control right arm of the robot in Cartesian space. Orientation of joystick of the
haptic device determines orientation of gripper, and coordinates are set via incremental
position of the joystick, i.e. the joystick position is not taken into account directly, but as a
difference between current and previous position. This approach allows for more precise
positioning of the manipulator, as well as reaching points in space that are inaccessible due
to the design of the haptic device. When the joystick is placed in the "inkwell" of the haptic
device, the arm moves to a predetermined initial position. The force and torque sensor was
also connected, allowing feedback on the haptic device. However, spontaneous pulsations
in forces constantly appear during the arm’s operation, resulting in vibration of the tactile
device and affecting position of the joystick, making it difficult to control. It is also worth
noting that the direction of forces on the tactile device does not correspond to real directions
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of forces acting on the gripper. Control for the left arm was not established during this work.
More detailed information is presented further in this paper.

The collision avoidance system was developed in the framework of the master thesis by
Gautam (2016). The author's task was to develop a mechanism to protect the gripper from
getting damaged as a result of accidental collisions with both manipulator links and external
objects. Two collision avoidance mechanisms were proposed: modeling position of the robot
and using sensors to detect obstacles. The first method is based on developing a program
that builds a real-time manipulator model, thus, significantly reducing the risk of selfcollision of manipulator links. The second method is based on the use of several ultrasonic
range finders, which determine distance to obstacles around the gripper. Information about
distance is transferred to the workstation, after which operator makes a decision to adjust
position of the manipulator. In course of the work, experiments with a working manipulator
were conducted, as well as modeling, which showed effectiveness of developed techniques.

Low-level control is described in Menshova (2017). It has information about connection of
sensors and actuators to cRIO for obtaining different data from the robot and visualizing it
inside graphical user interface (GUI). Structure of cRIO based subsystem is described and
results of experiments with sensors are presented.

1.3 Objectives to be achieved
The main goal of this work is to create a working control system for two UR10 manipulators,
including grippers and a force feedback system, using two Geomagic Touch haptic devices.
The operator should be able to open and close fingers, rotate and move the gripper, and
receive force feedback on the haptic device.

An important element of the control system is a haptic device. Opening and closing the
gripper’s fingers should be done by pressing the button, rotation and movement of the
gripper also needs to be controlled using joystick of the haptic device. It should also provide
force feedback, allowing the operator to feel forces on the gripper. Thus, the operator should
be able to reliably and easily control the multi-link manipulator, which will greatly simplify
work and reduce training time. Force feedback, in turn, will increase the situational
awareness of the operator, allowing him or her to assess mass objects and prevent collisions.
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It has been proven that combining visual and tactile information significantly increases
human perception (Ernst 2002), therefore, haptic devices will help operator to feel more
comfortable when controlling the robot.
It is also worth noting that because the robot’s main task is working in hazardous conditions,
there are requirements for remote launching of hardware and software. The operator should
be able to bring up arms into working condition without the need to open the robot’s cover
or connect external devices.

To fulfill these goals, the following tasks were set:
•

Adapt the control system for the left arm and make sure both hands are operational

•

Configure force feedback

•

Establish a channel for communicating with the on-board computer

•

Develop a way to remotely control arms’ hardware through graphical user interface

1.4 Contribution of the thesis
The main contribution of this work is creating a working control system for manipulators of
the TIERA mobile robot. By combining results of this thesis with the ongoing work on of
the robot’s chassis, a fully functional control system for the robot has to be achieved.
Working without an external power source and away from the operator’s workstation, the
robot must be able to move inside the working area and use manipulators to interact with
objects.

Developed robotic arm control system can also be useful in other projects based on
collaborative robots. Universal Robots manipulators are becoming more and more common
in various industries, and reliable ways of remote control can be useful when robot’s goal is
to replace people working in dangerous conditions on various facilities. (Ostergaard 2012)

Thus, the work should link together all previous studies within the framework of the TIERA
project with the goal of creating a working system for controlling arms of the mobile robot.
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2 METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

This chapter is devoted to describing hardware and software used during the work, as well
as explaining main principles of operation of different parts of the robot.

2.1 Robot Operating System
This chapter provides a description of the structure of the ROS file system and explains how
the various nodes are linked to create a working software.

ROS is an open source OS designed for programming robots. At the moment, ROS is being
developed and updated by users around the globe and is supported by both professional
engineers and robotics enthusiasts. The ROS library can be used with Ubuntu Linux, which
makes it optimal choice for the Advantech on-board computer. An important advantage of
ROS is the availability of a large number of libraries for various hardware, which greatly
simplifies integration of complex robotic systems. (ROS 2014a)

Another important feature of ROS is the ability to distribute computations. In the case of a
mobile robot, this allows to perform some operations on the workstation, and as well as
directly on the Advantech computer. This is achieved through the graph-based system
architecture. Nodes of the graph can be distributed on several computers, and
communication between them is carried out using the communication structure of ROS.

The basic unit of organization in ROS is called package. The package contains all the files
needed to build and run the program, including libraries, configuration files, etc. A complete
set of packets working together is called a stack.

Calculations in ROS are made in a network, called a computational graph. Main elements
of the graph are nodes (ROS 2012a), each node usually performs a certain operation. For
example, in case of the TIERA robot arms, individual nodes are responsible for controlling
the gripper, calculating position of hands, processing data from force and torque sensors, etc.

The master (ROS 2018) is responsible for registering nodes and administering the entire
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network. Its main task is to organize communication between different ROS nodes. Nodes
are constantly communicating with the master, reporting their status, and, when receiving
information from the master, can react to changes in the network topology. The wizard is
also responsible for selecting the correct protocol for connection between nodes. In this
work, the master is ROS core, launched on the on-board robot computer. ROS core is
responsible not only for the master, but also serves as a parameter server and supervises
rosout logs. (ROS 2016a)

Communication between nodes is performed using messages (ROS 2016b). Messages can
be transmitted in different ways. First way is using so called topics (ROS 2014b). A node
publishes a message in a specific topic with a specified name, which can be accessed by
other nodes (either one or several). For example, a laser rangefinder can publish information
about distances to obstacles for nodes responsible for navigation, mapping and safety to
subscribe. Thus, the topic is a “middle man” responsible for transferring messages, while the
"subscriber" and "publisher" never directly communicate with each other. (Cousins 2010)

However, often the topic system is unacceptable, since it does not allow fast feedback. Socalled Services were developed to achieve this task. They are responsible for transmission
of messages in question/answer format. With the help of a service, one node can send a
request to another node and wait for a response. (ROS 2012b). An example of simple ROS
network is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Example of ROS network (ROS 2014a).

In this case, one of nodes is the publisher that publishes information in the topic, and another
node subscribes to this topic in order to obtain data for further processing. A service is also
established between the nodes to allow them to directly communicate with each other.
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Thus, ROS is an optimal tool for creating a robust mobile robot control system that allows
to distribute calculations between the workstation and the on-board computer, and also
provides a framework for data exchange between different robot subsystems. ROS
distributive used in this work is Indigo Ooglo, installed on OS Ubuntu Linux 14.04 Trusty.
ROS Indigo was released in 2014 and works with stable versions of Ubuntu. Large number
of libraries for supporting different hardware was developed for ROS. Three external
libraries are used during this work:

The universal_robot library is part of the ROS Industrial package for industrial equipment
control. It contains a driver that is used for communication with the UR10 controller box, as
well as a program for remote connection of the controller to the ROS network. It is worth
noting that some parts of the library are outdated and require updating to work with certain
versions of ROS. For example, to work with ROS Indigo, the UR10 driver needs to be
manually replaced with the updated one. (GitHub 2017a)

The Robotiq library, which is also included in the Industrial package, contains drivers for
the force and torque sensor, as well as for the gripper, produced by the same company.
Drivers allow to connect the gripper and sensor to the ROS network. The library also
contains examples of code to control the gripper, allowing to adjust the speed of closing and
opening fingers, regulate force on fingertips and open and close the gripper. (GitHub 2017b)

The phantom_omni library is designed to support haptic devices in ROS. The package
includes hardware drivers to connect one Phantom Omni device to the ROS. To operate the
library, it is also required to install the Open Haptics development kit, created specifically
for haptic devices. It should be noted that due to the fact that ROS supports only one haptic
device, the usage of two arms simultaneously requires running two virtual machines with
Ubuntu Linux. (GitHub 2017c)

In conclusion, it can be said that ROS is a reliable way to control robotic systems with
distributed computing that supports large amount of hardware that can be easily integrated
into the ROS network due to the modular graph-based architecture of the operating system.
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2.2 Advantech Computer
Advantech ARK-3440 integrated computer is an important part of the TIERA robot. It acts
as a ROS node and is responsible for supporting peripherals and transferring data to the
operator’s workstation. Control of head movements, sound transmission, etc. is carried out
through Advantech. Advantech is also responsible for initializing UR10 controllers and
connecting them to the ROS network. External view of computer is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Advantech ARK-3440 (Walker Industrial 2018).

ARK-3440 is a fanless industrial computer, protected from dust and moisture in accordance
with the IP40 standard. Its main advantages are small size, a robust aluminum casing that
can effectively dissipate heat and absorb vibrations, as well as a low level of produced noise.
A high level of isolation and vibration tolerance makes Advantech computer the best choice
for a robot designed to work in a polluted atmosphere. Due to its robustness, Advantech
hardware can be find in many robotics projects, such as described in Watanabe (2007).
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OS Ubuntu Linux was installed on the computer, which allows to deploy the ROS core, as
well as various auxiliary programs responsible for supporting connected devices. Motor
driver responsible for controlling omnidirectional wheels is connected directly to Advantech
via Universal Serial Bus (USB) port.

It is also worth noting that Advantech on-board computer has good performance due to use
of the multi-core Intel® Mobile Core ™ i7-610E 2.53 GHz processor and the availability of
4 GB of Random Access Memory (RAM). Specifications of Advantech are presented in
Appendix I. Because of the number of peripheral devices that need to be connected to
Advantech and require serial communication, a USB extension has to be used to increase
amount of ports available.

2.3 Communication system
This chapter describes the robot communication system and explains how connections
between its different elements and subsystems are established.

The robot's communication system can be divided into two parts: the operator's workstation
and the internal robot system. Workstation equipment includes two Phantom Omni haptic
devices, a computer with two virtual machines that run OS Ubuntu Linux 14.04, and an
industrial Wi-Fi router.

The need to use two virtual machines is caused by the fact that haptic device drivers for
Linux are not able to support more than one Phantom Omni at a time. Thus, one virtual
machine is required for each arm. In this paper they are named Ubuntu VM (IP address
192.168.0.7) and Ubuntu VM2 (IP address 192.168.0.8). Hosts files have been changed, so
both machines can also be referred to as "Chloe" and "Maria" respectively. Virtual machines
are connected to the operator’s personal computer (PC) via bridged connections.

Haptic devices are configured so that the first virtual machine corresponds to the right device
and the right arm, and the second virtual machine corresponds to the left device and the left
arm. USB-Ethernet connections are configured directly in Ubuntu and Virtual Box settings.
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The operator workstation's router is referred to as AP Router Main and has an IP address
192.168.0.1. Within the framework of the TIERA project two Robustel R3000-Q4LB routers
are used for communication. These devices can be classified as industrial routers, because
they have high reliability and are capable of operating under high and low temperatures, as
well as in high humidity. Another feature is the ability to use a 2G / 3G / 4G networks to
establish connections. Each router is equipped with antennas, allowing to improve the
quality of Wi-Fi signal. Robustel router is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Robustel router external view (left) and port locations (right) (Robustel 2018).

The second router is located directly on the robot and has an IP address 192.168.0.8. Routers
communicate between themselves via Wi-Fi. It is important to note that the robot on-board
router operates in client mode. Because of that, it has a second IP-address for working inside
the robot communication system - 192.168.2.1. All devices within this network have a mask
192.168.2.*.
Auxiliary on-board computer of the robot - cRIO (192.168.2.2 or “crio” in hosts),
responsible for operation of sensors, and main Advantech computer (192.168.2.3, or “efim”
in Hosts), which is responsible for operation of arms, wheels and other peripherals, are
connected to the robot’s router. cRIO is a node to which ultrasonic rangefinders, temperature
sensors, and IMU are connected, it also controls fans and lights. They do not have their own
IP addresses and are not part of any network subsystems.

The Advantech computer is connected to a large number of sensors and devices that build
up the robotic arms, such as:
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• Left and right arms (addresses are192.168.1.18 and 192.168.1.19 respectively, or “larm”
and “rarm” in Hosts)
• Left and right grippers (addresses are 192.168.1.11 and 192.168.1.12 respectively)
• Left and right force and torque sensors (do not have their own IP addresses, connected via
serial ports)

Thus, the on-board router is responsible for interaction with two different computers, which
greatly increases system’s reliability. The data from cRIO’s sensors is important to prevent
overheating and collisions. Various devices that are not directly related to robot manipulators
and therefore are not mentioned in this work are also connected to Advantech computer.
These include the head position controller, the motor driver, system for obtaining acoustic
feedback, etc. Robot communication system structure is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Communication network. (Poberezkin 2018)

It is worth noting that the range of the Wi-Fi network is significantly limited, and in practice
it has been discovered that when working indoors, the quality of communication deteriorates
significantly at a distance of 30 meters. To ensure reliable communication over long
distances, it is possible to use cellular networks. However, in this work, it was decided to
use a Wi-Fi connection, since for working in cellular networks it is necessary to create a
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virtual private network (VPN). In this case, the maximum distance for communication with
the robot is limited by the distance of the video stream transmission and is approximately
500 meters in open terrain. Cameras are also not covered in this chapter, since the video
stream is transmitted through its own independent communication channel.

2.4 cRIO and sensing system
The cRIO industrial computer is the main node for connecting sensors responsible for
robot’s safety. cRIO 9035 is used in TIERA project. Additional ports for easy installation of
different equipment make NI RIO computers an extremely flexible tool for data acquisition,
as shown in Lin (2010). The C Series line of modules makes it easy to assemble a computer
with the required configuration to support the necessary hardware.

8 SRF06 ultrasonic rangefinders, installed along the perimeter of the robot, are responsible
for monitoring the environment. The output parameter determining distance to obstacles is
the current, varying from 4 to 20 mA when the distance is changed from 2 cm to 5 m. To
process data from rangefinders, the NI 9203 module, which allows to measure the current,
is installed in the cRIO. The module has 8 input ports, which allows to connect all 8 devices
at the same time.
To control the temperature inside the robot’s hull, three Minco S102408PD3G40
temperature sensors were installed. The sensors are connected to the NI 9217 module, which
allows to take readings from sensors in volts and transfer them directly to temperature values
in Celsius for further processing in cRIO.

To control external devices, the NI 9472 digital output module is used. A fan is connected
to the module and is responsible for cooling on-board equipment, relay to control the front
lights is also connected to the same module. Installed cRIO inside the robot is shown in
Figure 7. After connecting front lights and fans, the module still has enough ports to support
relays for remotely turning UR10 control box on and off. An IMU is also connected to the
cRIO, but its use is not described in this work.
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Figure 7. cRIO inside the robot.

In conclusion, it can be said that cRIO is able to provide fast processing of data from
sensors in real time. Modular structure significantly simplifies modification of the sensor
system, and makes process of writing the Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering
Workbench (LabVIEW) program easier, because the development environment
automatically recognizes modular hardware, which, like the temperature sensor module,
converts data from sensors automatically.

2.5 Geomagic Touch
Geomagic Touch haptic device, formerly produced as Phantom Omni, by USA-based
company 3D Systems, is the main tool for controlling arms of TIERA mobile robot (3D
Systems 2018). It’s presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Geomagic Touch haptic device. (3d Systems 2018)
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The main purpose of this device is to help sculptors work with Computer Aided Design
(CAD) software. For these purposes, the device is equipped with a joystick with six degrees
of freedom, three buttons and motors providing force feedback. Two buttons are placed
directly on the joystick and allow operator to control gripper’s fingers and robotic arm, while
the third button, called “inkwell button”, is inside the device and turns on when the joystick
is placed in the socket, which allows the Geomagic Touch to determine when the UR10 is
going to be used.

The number of degrees of freedom of the device coincides with the number of degrees of
freedom of the manipulator, which, in conjunction with the presence of force feedback and
easily accessible buttons, makes Phantom Omni the optimal choice for working with the
UR10. Specifications of Geomagic Touch are presented in Table 1.

The tactile device comes with software that allows calibrating and tuning, both in Windows
and Linux Operation Systems (OS). Two separate software tools are used for setting up
connections and providing diagnostics. They also allow to check the force feedback by
moving a cursor inside the virtual box with rigid walls. Connection with Phantom Omni is
established via Ethernet port; therefore, an Ethernet-USB adapter is required to work with
virtual machines on Ubuntu Linux. It is also worth noting that Phantom Omni is relatively
compact, so both devices can be easily placed on the desk of operator’s workstation.

Table 1. Specifications of Geomagic Touch (3D Systems 2018).
Workspace dimensions
Resolution
Maximum force and torque at
nominal position
Stiffness
Number of buttons
Force feedback (6 Degrees of Freedom)
Position sensing/input
(6 Degrees of Freedom)
[Stylus gimbal]
Interface

160 mm x 120 mm x 70 mm
0.055 mm (450 dpi)
3.3 N
x-axis > 1.26 N/mm
y-axis > 2.31 N/mm
z-axis > 1.02 N/mm
2 on the joystick
1 inside the inkwell socket
x,y,z
x, y, z (digital encoders)
[Roll, pitch, yaw (± 5% linearity
potentiometers)]
RJ45 Compliant Ethernet Port
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2.6 Hardware of the arms
This chapter describes different parts of TIERA robot’s arms which allows one to control it
via utilized software. These include UR10 robotic arms, Robotiq force and torque sensors
and 3-finger grippers.

2.6.1 UR10 robotic arms
UR10 robotic arms are developed and manufactured by the Danish company Universal
Robots (UR). They are classified as so-called collaborative robots, i.e. devices designed to
operate in the same workspace as a human (Hinds, 2004). This is achieved through flexible
and precise security settings that allow robot to stop immediately when touching an obstacle.
Thus, Universal Robotics manipulators can either help an industrial line worker in his tasks,
or replace human employees performing tough, monotonous or simple operations. Different
companies use these robots to replace people servicing CNC machines, significantly
increasing productivity and allowing factories to work around the clock without supervision.

Compactness of these robots, their low mass and ease of use are also remarkable. Each
manipulator is equipped together with a dust-proof control box and a touch-screen tablet, or
“teach pendant”. Software preinstalled on the tablet allows to program the robot, as well as
directly control its position, using PolyScope software. The graphical interface is intuitive
and allows operator to master the basic techniques of working with the robot in a short
amount of time. "Freedrive" button is placed at the back of the tablet to manually position
the arm. Pressing the button deactivates safety brakes and allows user to manually move the
robot to the desired position. Different intermediate points that the robot will follow can be
easily specified that way, reducing programming time.

Each joint of manipulator is equipped with a current sensor to monitor overloads and enable
brakes in case of collisions. Force tolerances can be adjusted by changing the safety levels
of the robot to either share same workplace with human employees or execute operations
independently in a separated workspace. Presence of an emergency interrupt button, which
instantly activates the brakes, adds additional safety level. The button is placed on the tablet,
but, if necessary, it can be taken out to a separate panel or connected to different sensors.
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UR10 has six joints that are defined as the base, shoulder, elbow and 3 wrists. Each joint can
rotate at up to 360 degrees in both directions. Thus, robotic arms have 6 degrees of freedom.
The robot’s layout is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Manipulator’s joints. A-base, B-shoulder, C-elbow, D, E, F-wrists 1,2 and 3
respectively (Universal Robots 2017).
Universal Robots’ robotic arms are available in three versions, depending on size and
payload capacity in kilograms. The TIERA project uses a UR10 manipulator with a load
capacity of 10 kg and a maximum reach of 1300 mm. Its specifications are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. UR10 specifications (Universal Robots 2017).
Repeatability
Ambient temperature range
Power consumption
Payload
Reach
Number of degrees of freedom
IP classification
Noise
Safety
Materials

+- 0,1 mm
0-50°С
90-500 W
10 kg
1300 mm
6
IP54
72 dB
15 adjustable safety functions
Aluminum, PP plastics

2.6.2 Force sensor
Robotiq force and torque sensor FT150 (presented in Figure 10) is a peripheral device,
intended for mounting on the UR10 serves as a link between wrist and a gripper. The sensor
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allows to receive forces and torques affecting the gripper and use them for automation
purposes. The main advantage of this sensor is its ease of use and integration with Universal
Robotics manipulators. (Robotiq 2016a).

Figure 10. FT 150 Force and Torque sensor (Robotiq 2016a).

FT 150 uses serial communication protocol and can be connected directly to UR10 control
box to work with PolyScope software. However, in this work, FT150 is connected to
Advantech instead so data from the sensor can be easily accessed in ROS. This connection
requires a USB to RS485 converter to plug sensor’s cable directly to the USB port. Other
specifications are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. FT150 specifications (Robotiq 2016a).
Measurable force range

+-150 N

Measurable torque range

+- 15 Nm

Force signal noise
Data output rate
Temperature compensation
Weight

0.1 N
100 Hz
15°C to 35°C
300 g
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2.6.3 Robotiq 3-finger gripper
3-finger gripper developed and produced by Robotiq is designed to use with UR in different
fields of industry. It’s presented in Figure 11. Each of three fingers has three hinges and three
phalanges. Contact with the captured object can be carried out at ten points, including the
palm. Fingers are underactuated mechanisms, i.e. the number of joints exceeds the number
of motors. This design not only simplifies the gripper control, but also allows fingers to adapt
to the shape of object.

Gripper is able to work in three different modes (presented in Figure 12):
• Basic mode is the default mode and is suitable for most objects
• Wide mode is designed to capture cylindrical or large objects
• Pinch mode is used in case of small objects that need to be precisely handled.
• Scissor mode is used for even smaller lightweight objects. It greatly increases accuracy.

Figure 11. Robotiq 3-finger gripper (Robotiq 2016b).

The gripper is capable of performing two types of grips: the Encompassing Grip and the
Fingertip Grip. In the first case, the object is handled with maximum amount of contact
points possible, while in the second case only the fingertips are used (Robotiq 2016b). The
type of grip is determined automatically, depending on the selected operating mode, the
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geometry of the part and its position. The gripper is controlled via the MODBUS protocol.
Additional specifications are presented in Table 4.

Figure 12. Types of grip (Robotiq 2016b).
Software for the Robotiq Gripper was already developed; therefore, it won’t be discussed in
this thesis. Control of the gripper is performed using black button on the Geomagic Touch
joystick. Pressing the button leads to opening and closing fingers. To connect gripper to ROS
network, a rosrun robotiq_s_mode_control SModelTcpMode.py 192.168.1.12 command has
to be used (in case of right arm, IP address for the left gripper is 192.168.1.11) from
Advantech. test_button_gripper program ran from operator’s workstation initializes the
gripper. After that, it can be fully controlled by Geomagic software.
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Table 4. Robotiq 3-finger gripper specifications (Robotiq 2016b).
Gripper opening

0-155 mm

Gripper weight

2.3 kg

Object diameter of encompassing

20-155 mm

Maximum recommended payload (encompassing grip)

10 kg

Maximum recommended payload (fingertip grip)

2.5 kg

Grip force (fingertip grip)

30-70 N

Closing speed (fingertip grip)

20-110 mm/s

Finger position repeatability (fingertip grip)

0.05 mm

Operating temperature

-10°C to 50°C
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3 ESTABLISHING OF SSH COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

Working with manipulators and other devices implies their pre-initialization. On Advantech,
Ubuntu Linux 14.04 is installed, which greatly simplifies it thanks to a graphical interface,
but launching of the ROS core and other software on the robot's on-board computer requires
connection of a monitor, keyboard, mouse and other input/output devices.

In practice, this greatly complicates working with the robot, requiring user to connect
peripherals to start up different systems or perform troubleshooting, and then disconnect
them to start operating in the field. It is also worth noting that such operations require
opening and closing covers on the hull of the robot, which also leads to additional
difficulties, since in future the hull will be replaced with hermetically sealed.

Thus, it becomes necessary to perform remote launch of the robot software on the on-board
computer, so it would not require connecting additional devices. Within the framework of
this work, various ways of remote control of Linux-operated computer were investigated:

Vino software included in Ubuntu allows user to set the Advantech computer as a remote
desktop that can be accessed from other computers in the network. It makes possible to
connect to the server computer using third-party software, for example, in the case of
Windows, one of available Virtual Network Computing (VNC) clients.

Third-party software for managing remote machines can also be used to access Advantech's
computer. For example, TeamViewer can be installed on computers with both OS Windows
and Ubuntu Linux to control the robot remotely from the workstation.

Another way is the built-in Secure Shell (SSH) tool in Ubuntu. It is used to configure remote
access to a Linux computer over encrypted connection. This method was chosen as the main
one in this work, since it helps to access Advantech directly from virtual machines using the
command line, without overloading the operator’s workstation with additional graphical
interfaces. (SSH 2017).
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The SSH client is automatically included into Ubuntu Linux, so there is no need to install it
on virtual machines. However, to create an encrypted channel, the SSH server software must
be installed on the Advantech computer. In Linux, this is done using the sudo apt-get install
ssh command. Server configuration is performed using the command sudo gedit / etc / ssh /
sshd_config, which opens access to the configuration file with administrator permissions.
After installation and configuration, SSH is automatically written to start up and does not
require additional operations to be launched. Thus, the SSH server starts automatically when
the Advantech computer is loaded, which simplifies the process of bringing computer to
work to simply pressing the power button.

Further operations with SSH are conducted from the operator's workstation. For
convenience, in virtual machines settings the Advantech computer is designated as “efim”.
Therefore, to access the server from the workstation, ssh efim@efim command is used. After
entering the password, the user in command window changes to Efim, and all commands
entered in the window are executed on the on-board computer of the robot. An example with
a remote initialization of the ROS core is shown in Figure 13.

Another important requirement for remote access software is the ability to safely power off
the robot’s computer. SSH can also help to solve this problem. To disable the Advantech
computer, the sudo power off command can be used. It disconnects the SSH server, closes
the communication channel and turns off the power. An example is shown in Figure 14.

In conclusion, it can be said that the chosen method of communication meets all
requirements and helps user to launch any necessary software on Advantech remotely from
the workstation, and also safely turn off the on-board computer.
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Figure 13. Remote initialization of ROS core using SSH form operator’s workstation.

Figure 14. Powering off the main station’s computer with SSH.
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4 DEVELOPING SOFTWARE FOR UR10 ROBOTIC ARMS

In this chapter, the structure and functioning of ROS computational graph for robotic arms
is described. It starts with basic information on the example of the code responsible for
preparing robotic arms for operation and further includes information on forward and inverse
kinematics for both arms.

4.1.1 Calibration of Geomagic touch.
Geomagic Touch is supplied with software for calibration and diagnostics. In order to run
the haptic device accurately, angles have to be manually reset in “Geomagic Setup” software.
Values for angles are defined in practice and are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Geomagic Touch calibration parameters.
Parameter

Value

Reset angle 0

0.000000

Reset angle 1

0.000000

Reset angle 2

0.000000

Reset angle 3

-2.617994

Reset angle 4

4.188790

Reset angle 5

-2.617994

Using these values, Geomagic Driver should be able to calibrate Geomagic Touch so that
position and orientation of virtual haptic device corresponds with respective parameters of
the real one. When joystick of the haptic device is placed inside the inkwell and rotated
with buttons facing upwards, the driver is able to accurately define each angle and place
the virtual device accordingly. After calibration, Geomagic Touch is ready to use with
ROS.

4.1.2 General outline of the system
Main aim of this chapter is to present a simple code for controlling robotic arms and describe
basic outline of the ROS graph.
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Since TIERA is designed for working inside contaminated industrial premises, mobility is a
key part in robot’s safe functionality. For the robot, it is important to be able to navigate
through narrow corridors and debris in order to fulfil its task. However, robot’s size, as well
as protruding parts, such as arms, can significantly increase its dimensions, limiting its
ability to operate in confined environments. Initial tests of traction systems have shown, that
UR10 robotic arms can be a major issue when navigating inside the building. Therefore,
arms for the mobile robot had to be reconfigured that way that they won’t increase danger
of collision with obstacles.

Another major problem that was faced during this stage of work was a self-collision. Initial
configuration of robotic arm had its shoulder joint pointing downwards, leading to constant
collisions with robot’s hull, which caused safety stop to initialize. Hull wasn’t the only part
of the robot that caused this problem, since elbow joint also used to interfere with the robot’s
head, which could lead to damage of servo drives and brake.

To solve these problems, arms had to be reconfigured to operate from a default position,
which would prevent self-collisions and reduce dimensions of the robot. Robot has to be
able to return in this position after receiving command from operator’s workstation.
In order to start communication with the UR10 in ROS, arm’s controller has to be initialized
in ROS. To do so, roslaunch ur_modern_driver ur10_bringup.launch robot_ip:=rarm
command has to be used. It immediately creates a node that starts to publish information
about robot’s state. UR driver also subscribes to the follow_joint_trajectory topic to receive
command from another ROS node. RQT graph for robotic arm is shown in Figure 15.

File supplied with ROS UR10 library was modified to remotely move the robotic arm into
desired position. Input for this program is a set of angles that robot has to follow. To get
required angles, robot was manually moved into desirable position (called “operational
configuration”) using free drive button, a set of data about angles was obtained from teach
pendant, processed into radians, and supplied to the code. After running, the file publishes a
set of angles into follow_joint_trajectory topic that UR driver listens to. Graph for this
system is presented on Figure 16. Software for the left arm works similarly for the right.
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Figure 15. UR10 in ROS computational graph.

Figure 16. Computational graph for arms following position received from workstation.

Tests inside the building have shown that even though chosen configurations allows to
avoid self-collisions, it still increases dimensions of robot in frontal projection. Therefore,
it was decided to write another program to use when robot enters dangerous area. In this
position, robot’s arms move that way that they don’t protrude from the sides, and left arm
positions straight forward above the front light to provide operator with a good camera
angle. Both operational and mobile configurations are presented in Figure 17.

To prepare arms for work, rosrun ur_modern_driver op_conf.py has to be ran on right arm
Virtual Box (VB) and rosrun left_ur_modern_driver op_conf.py has to be ran on the left arm
VB. This will move arms into operational configuration automatically from any other initial
position. To prepare robot for moving inside confined areas, rosrun ur_modern_driver
mob_conf.py has to be ran on the right VB first, and rosrun left_ur_modern_driver
mob_conf.py has to be ran on left arm VB after that to avoid collision since they have to
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move in intersecting trajectories. Arms are moved back to operational configuration in
reversed order, starting with the left arm.

Figure 17. Operational (left) and mobile (right) configurations of robotic arms.

In conclusion, it can be said that ROS communication was proven to be set up correctly. A
set of programs to simplify TIERA’s operation inside confined areas and set default positions
for robotic arms was also introduced into robot’s software.

4.1.3 Forward and Inverse Kinematics
Important part in building a reliable control system for UR10 and Geomagic Touch is
transforming position of joystick of the haptic device into position of the robotic arm. To do
so, forward and inverse kinematics has to be introduced. Forward kinematics is aimed at
reading angular coordinates of the joystick and later transforming it into position of endeffector in Cartesian space. Inverse kinematics is responsible for transforming coordinates
into the set of angles for joints to follow. Both forward and inverse kinematics are described
in this chapter. Initial forward and inverse kinematics study was performed by Artigas
(2017), which is described further.
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Geomagic touch has 6 degrees of freedom, defined by 6 angles, as shown in Figure 18.
Similar to UR10, joint 1 can be defined as “base”. It rotates around vertical axis. Joints 2
and 3 rotate around horizontal axis and can be defined as “shoulder” and “elbow”
respectively. Joints 4, 5 and 6 are similar to “wrist 1, 2, 3”.

Two parameters are required to be obtained from position of Geomagic Touch: coordinates
of end effector and its orientation. Coordinates can be obtained directly using the “position”
function from the Omni library. Therefore, the most complex task is to build rotation matrix.
To do so, each joint was assigned with its own coordinate system, as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 18. Angles of Geomagic Touch.

Figure 19. Coordinate systems of Geomagic Touch.
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Global system of coordinates for Geomagic Touch is defined as {D}. In order to get rotation
matrix of the end-effector, rotation matrices for each joint has to be defined. Rotation
matrices for each joint from global system of coordinates starting from global system {D}
and ending with end effector {6} are presented in Formulas 1-6.

𝐷
1𝑅

cos 𝛼1
=[ 0
sin 𝛼1

0 −sin 𝛼1
1
0 ]
0 cos 𝛼1

1
2𝑅

1
0
= [0 cos 𝛼2
0 − sin 𝛼2

0
sin 𝛼2 ]
cos 𝛼2

(2)

2
3𝑅

1
0
= [0 cos 𝛼3
0 − sin 𝛼3

0
sin 𝛼3 ]
cos 𝛼3

(3)

3
4𝑅

cos 𝛼4
=[ 0
sin 𝛼4

0 −sin 𝛼4
1
0 ]
0 cos 𝛼4

(4)

4
5𝑅

1
0
= [0 cos 𝛼5
0 − sin 𝛼5

5
6𝑅

cos 𝛼6
= [ sin 𝛼6
0

0
sin 𝛼5 ]
cos 𝛼5

sin 𝛼6
cos 𝛼6
0

0
0]
1

(1)

(5)

(6)

Rotation matrix is presented in Formula 7.
𝑟11
𝑟21
𝑇=[
𝑟31
0

𝑟12
𝑟22
𝑟32
0

𝑟13
𝑟23
𝑟33
0

𝑝𝑥
𝑝𝑦
]
𝑝𝑧
1

(7)
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𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦 and 𝑝𝑧 can be obtained using functions from the phantom_omni library, while 𝑟𝑖𝑗
can be calculated using matrices from Formulas 1-6. To simplify the formula, 𝑠𝑖𝑛 and 𝑐𝑜𝑠
functions were redefined as shown in Formulas 8 and 9.
𝑠𝑖 = sin 𝛼𝑖

(8)

𝑐𝑖 = cos 𝛼𝑖

(9)

Expressions for calculating 𝑟𝑖𝑗 are presented in Formulas 10.

𝑟11 = −𝑐5 ∙ (𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠4 + 𝑐4 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3 − 𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3)) − 𝑠5 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑠3 + 𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠2)
𝑟12 = s6 ∙ (c4 ∙ s1 − s4 ∙ (c1 ∙ s2 ∙ s3 − c1 ∙ c2 ∙ c3)) + c6 ∙ (s5 ∙ (s1 ∙ s4 + c4 ∙ (c1 ∙ s2
∙ s3 − c1 ∙ c2 ∙ c3)) − c5 ∙ (c1 ∙ c2 ∙ s3 + c1 ∙ c3 ∙ s2))

𝑟13 = c6 ∙ (c4 ∙ s1 − s4 ∙ (c1 ∙ s2 ∙ s3 − c1 ∙ c2 ∙ c3)) − s6 ∙ (s5 ∙ (s1 ∙ s4 + c4 ∙ (c1 ∙ s2
∙ s3 − c1 ∙ c2 ∙ c3)) − c5 ∙ (c1 ∙ c2 ∙ s3 + c1 ∙ c3 ∙ s2))

𝑟21 = s5 ∙ (c2 ∙ c3 − s2 ∙ s3) + c4 ∙ c5 ∙ (c2 ∙ s3 + c3 ∙ s2)
𝑟22 = c6 ∙ (c5 ∙ (c2 ∙ c3 − s2 ∙ s3) − c4 ∙ s5 ∙ (c2 ∙ s3 + c3 ∙ s2)) + s4 ∙ s6 ∙ (c2 ∙ s3
+ c3 ∙ s2)

𝑟23 = 𝑐6 ∙ 𝑠4 ∙ (𝑐2 ∙ 𝑠3 + 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠2) − 𝑠6 ∙ (𝑐5 ∙ (𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3 − 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3) − 𝑐4 ∙ 𝑠5 ∙ (𝑐2 ∙ 𝑠3
+ 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠2))
𝑟31 = 𝑠5 ∙ (𝑐2 ∙ 𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠3 + 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠2) − 𝑐5 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑠4 − 𝑐4 ∙ (𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3 − 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3
∙ 𝑠1))

𝑟32 = 𝑠6 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐4 + 𝑠4 ∙ (𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3 − 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1)) + 𝑐6 ∙ (𝑠5 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑠4 − 𝑐4 ∙ (𝑠1
∙ 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3 − 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1)) + 𝑐5 ∙ (𝑐2 ∙ 𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠3 + 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠2))
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𝑟33 = 𝑐6 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐4 + 𝑠4 ∙ (𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3 − 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1)) − 𝑠6 ∙ (𝑠5 ∙ (𝑐1 ∙ 𝑠4 − 𝑐4 ∙ (𝑠1
∙ 𝑠2 ∙ 𝑠3 − 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1)) + 𝑐5 ∙ (𝑐2 ∙ 𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠3 + 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑠1 ∙ 𝑠2)) (10)

In C++ code for Phantom Omni, rotation matrix can be presented as an array of 12
elements, according to Formula 11.
𝑇1
𝑇5
𝑇=[
𝑇9
0

𝑇2
𝑇6
𝑇10
0

𝑇3
𝑇7
𝑇11
0

𝑇4
𝑇8
]
𝑇12
1

(11)

However, this is only a rotation matrix of joystick of the haptic device, and in order to use
it to control UR10, additional steps have to be made. First, the matrix has to be adapted for
the arm’s coordinate system. In real robot, the arm’s position is tilted for 135º degrees to
the right along longitudinal axis. Coordinate systems are shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Coordinate systems of Geomagic Touch and UR10.

Expressions for transformation are presented in Formulas 11-13.
𝑥𝐴 = 𝑧𝐷
𝑦𝐴 =

𝑥𝐷 −𝑦𝐷
√2

(11)

(12)
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𝑧𝐴 =

𝑥𝐷 +𝑦𝐷

(13)

√2

These formulas were applied to the C++ code as shown in Figure 21. Main file responsible
for forward kinematics, as well as other functions, is called omni_cartesian_space.cpp. It’s
a modified omni.cpp file supplied by the developer of Phantom Omni ROS library.

This code also includes lines responsible for scaling. Their purpose is to prevent robotic arm
from reaching points outside its range. According to the user manual, it is not recommended
moving around critical range of maximal reach (1.3 m in case of UR10). Therefore, these
lines of code limit movement robotic arms.

However, using absolute coordinates from Geomagic Touch can still lead to some problems.
Because size of haptic device is much smaller than the size of robotic arm, even the slightest
flick of the joystick can lead to significant movement of the robotic arm, which significantly
limits precision and increases risks of emergency. Another issue is that due to structural
differences, some positions might be unreachable using the haptic device. This was the
reason why incremental control was introduced. Incremental control remembers current and
previous position of Geomagic when the button is pressed and moves the arm respectively.
This means, that instead of absolute coordinates of the joystick, relative positions are used,
which allows to increase precision and compensate shaking of operator’s hand.

After receiving rotation matrix, robotic arm needs to convert it back into angular positions
of its joints. This process is performed using inverse kinematics. Unlike forward kinematics,
it is fully automated and can be ran

using best_sol function inside the

listener_cartesian_spacy.py. This function automatically finds best way to reach required
position. Its only downside is that it requires huge amount of calculations, which adds
approximately 0.5-1 second delay between moving the joystick and achieving required
position.
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Figure 21. Fragment of code responsible for coordinate system transformation.

Communication inside ROS for the right arm is presented in Figure 22. It is visible that all
required connection between nodes were established through their respective topics.

Figure 22. ROS nodes for UR10 and Geomagic Touch.
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The haptic device works in three modes:
1. Standby mode. When Geomagic Touch is initialized, all ROS nodes are running, and
joystick is placed inside the inkwell, robot arm will move forward from its
operational mode and achieve its working position as initially determined inside the
code.
2. Rotation mode. When joystick is removed from the inkwell, end-effector of UR10
will obtain its angular position. Arm doesn’t change coordinates in this mode, the
only parameter that changes is orientation of end-effector.
3. Incremental mode. When grey button on the joystick is pressed, Omni software will
start remembering current and previous position of the joystick. This allows to
change both coordinates and orientation of the end-effector.

To run the robotic arm, three commands have to be used:
•

roslaunch ur_modern_driver ur10_bringup.launch robot_ip:=rarm on Advantech to
connect UR10 to ROS network

•

roslaunch phantom_omni omni_cartesian.launch and rosrun ur_modern_driver
listener_cartesian_space.py on main station VB.

However, in order to fully implement the previous kinematics study and create a working
ROS network for both arms, the software code had to be adjusted. To control left arm and
right arm of TIERA simultaneously, three requirements had to be met. First, additional
Virtual Machine needed to be running to support two haptic devices at the same time.
Second, UR10 libraries for the Advantech had to be modified to support 2 arms. Third, code
for Omni must be modified to support slightly different kinematics of the left arm.

First task could be solved using Virtual Box software and running two Linux virtual
machines simultaneously. To solve the second issue, libraries and packages in ROS were
modified to build computational graph similar to the right arm. Results of modification are
presented in Figure 23. It is visible that networks for both arms are similar.

Solving the third issue required modifying omni.cpp. Main differences between left and right
arms are tilt angle, position and orientation. To fix the tilt angle, 45º were added into account
when determining position of wrist 3. Position is fixed by inverting the longitudinal (X) axis
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since left UR10 operates in different direction from the right. Orientation can be fixed by
modifying the rotation matrix. It is also important to invert readings from Geomagic Touch
joint and 4 since without doing so, the orientation of end effector of robotic arm would be
mirrored in longitudinal axis. Modified parts of code are presented in Figure 24.

Figure 23. Computational graph for the left UR10.

Figure 24. Modified lines of code for left UR10.

Similar commands are used to prepare left arm for work, however, they use different
namespaces:
•

roslaunch left_ur_modern_driver left_ur10_bringup.launch robot_ip:=larm has to
be ran on Advantech,

•

roslaunch phantom_omni omni.launch and rosrun left_ur_modern_driver listener.py
have to be ran on main station VB.
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5 HAPTIC FEEDBACK

Haptic feedback implies using electromechanical devices that are able to recreate the sense
of touch. In case of UR10 robotic arm, haptics is used to transfer forces from the gripper to
the joystick of Geomagic Touch.

5.1.1 Preparing sensor for work
FT150 Force and Torque sensor is able to detect forces in three directions, as well as torques
along corresponding axes. Due to Geomagic Touch’s inability to transfer torques, only force
feedback is considered in this work. Setting up the force feedback loops starts with tuning
UR10’s security settings. Maximal force that sensor can detect is 150 N, therefore, settings
for normal operation mode has to be set at 150 N as well. This means that when this force is
exceeded, robotic arm will stop executing the program and activate protective stop, requiring
to further enter recovery mode. This is an important part of UR10 security system that
protects both robot and people around him. Thus, limiting protective stop boundary to 150
N allows to use force and torques sensor at its full capacity, while also retaining high levels
of safety.

After tuning the safety settings, FT150 has to be mounted at the end socket of UR10. Robotiq
3-Finger Gripper is set up on the frontal side of the sensor. Next step in setting up the force
feedback system was tuning the sensor using software, pre-written into FT150’s internal
memory. Calibration serves two purposes. First, it allows sensor to consider mass properties
of the payload (in this case – the gripper). Second, it is used to tune sensor to automatically
take gravity into account. This is very important feature, because it completely removes need
to adapt program code to the gravity, which can include complex calculations.

FT150 is using serial protocol to communicate with Advantech. Power for the sensor is
supplied externally from robot’s battery. Because the sensor is connected to on-board
computer directly, it makes it impossible to perform calibration using UR10 software and
sensor libraries. However, RS485 to USB converter that is used to connect to Advantech,
can be used to easily access sensor from PC.
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Visual demo software from Robotiq is used to calibrate sensor. To calibrate sensor, arm has
to move into three positions that way that X, Y and then Z sensor axis are pointing
downwards. Each position has to be confirmed using calibration menu in the sensor settings.
Visual demo software also allows to perform diagnostics. For example, during the sensor
setup, a varying force was applied to the gripper. Results are presented in Figures 25 and 26.
Initially, force readings in 3 axes were equal to zero, because sensor was calibrated to take
gravity into account. After applying external forces, readings started to fluctuate
accordingly.

Figure 25. Force readings in Sensor Data diagnostics menu.
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Figure 26. Torque readings in Sensor Data diagnostics menu.

5.1.2 Establishing communication with ROS and developing the code
After making sure that sensor is calibrated and ready to use, it has to be disconnected from
PC and plugged back into USB hub on Advantech. All remaining setup operations are done
using ROS.

Force and torque sensor works as a node that publishes readings for listener on the main
station. To initialize the node, rq_sensor.cpp program must be ran using rosrun. The program
checks available sensor on pre-selected port, and, if the sensor is present, connects it to ROS
and starts publishing messages that includes six values: Forces Fx, Fy, and Fz and moments
Mx, My and Mz. Command window with running FT150 node is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. FT150 connection.
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Sensor publishes data into /robotiq_force_torque_sensor node that right_omni node,
responsible for reading position from Geomagic Touch and processing it into position of the
robotic arm, listens to. Code responsible for using data from FT150 is a part of
omni_cartesian_space.cpp file. Only force readings are considered during this work,
therefore, Mx, My and Mz torques are ignored.

Position of the gripper when the joystick is placed into the inkwell and aligned with buttons
up was chosen as a default for purposes of force feedback vectors orientation. This position,
as well as directions of sensor’s axes, is shown in Figure 28. XS axis is pointing downwards,
YS and ZS are aligned in horizontal plane. ZS is directed towards front of the robot and YS is
perpendicular to ZS. Calibration with Visual Demo software was made according to these
axes.

Figure 28. Torque sensor axes.

Coordinate system of Geomagic Touch is presented in Figure 29. It is visible that ZS axis on
the haptic device corresponds to ZD axis of the sensor, however, it is aimed in another
direction. XD axis of haptic device corresponds to YS axis of the sensor and is also aimed in
another direction. Finally, YD axis of the haptic device corresponds to XS axis of the sensor
and is aimed in another direction (upwards) as well.
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Figure 29. Haptic device axes.

Therefore, it is clear that in order to accurately transfer forces from FT150 to Geomagic
Touch, axes have to be re-aligned. A method of axes transformation is presented in Formulas
14,15 and 16.
𝑋𝐷 = −𝑌𝑆

(14)

𝑌𝐷 = −𝑋𝑆

(15)

𝑍𝐷 = −𝑍𝑆

(16)

It is also important to take scaling of forces into considerations. Some forces on the end
effector can be so significant that they can move the haptic device, making it impossible for
the operator to control robotic arms leading to collisions and inaccurate positioning. To fix
this issue, forces received from the torque sensor have to be divided by a scaling constant. It
was established, that, in practice, the perfect coefficient for scaling is 10. It is enough for
user to reliably sense forces on the haptic device, but not enough to affect its position. Lines
of C++ code responsible for force transformation and scaling are presented on Figure 30.

Figure 30. Fragment of code responsible for forces transformation.
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5.1.3 Adapting FT150 software for the left arm.
C++ program rq_sensor.cpp, responsible for connecting the force and torque sensor and
publishing data, relies on another software inside the Robotiq package. Communication file
inside the package performs scanning of available serial buses and automatically determines
link with the sensor. When ran again, software breaks previous established connection. It
limits amount of FT150 sensors connected to Advantech at the same time two one, which is
not acceptable, since haptic feedback on the left arm is also required.

To fix this issue, Robotiq package had to be modified. As a result, another package for the
sensor was created. It works specifically with the left sensor, as communication file
parameters were changed to scan USB hub where the left FT150 is connecter. Other
operations were performed similarly to the right sensor, including calibration and axes
alignment. ROS graph for both sensors is presented in Figure 31. It shows that both sensors
are able to work simultaneously and publish their readings into respective topics. A simple
filter was also introduced into Omni file in order to remove noise caused by vibrations of the
arm and sensor’s internal noise. It is tuned to turn any values less than 10 N into zero.

Figure 31. Two FT150 sensors publishing data simultaneously.
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6 OPERATOR’S GUI AND REMOTE STARTUP OF UR10 CONTROLLER
BOXES

This chapter discusses the process of initialization of robotic arms’ control box. Since cRIO
and LabVIEW are used to remotely control arms, it was decided to include information on
operator’s graphical user interface, which is used to visualize information from sensors, as
well as to remotely turn on the control box. It should be noted, that system described by
Menshova (2017) can’t be used with current configuration of TIERA, and therefore, a new
system with different functionality had to be developed.

Requirements for GUI for TIERA robot are:
•

The ability to remotely turn UR10 controllers on and off, as well as initialize the
emergency stop button

•

Visualization of distance to obstacles

•

Displaying temperature information and providing climate-control tuning

•

Turning front lights on and off

Preparation of UR10 robotic arms for work is carried out in two stages. First, pressing the
button on the tablet starts the engine controller. When booting is finished, mass of the
payload has to be input and confirmed. Powering up robotic arms and disabling brakes
finalize the process. After performing these operations, the robot becomes fully operational
and can either receive external commands, for example from the operator's workstation, or
directly from the teach pendant.

The PolyScope software, supplied with the Universal Robotics tablet, greatly simplifies the
initialization process. The automatic initialization function, implemented in Set Default
Program settings, is implemented so the robotic arm could be powered up when the teach
pendant is removed. The settings menu allows not only to initialize the manipulator, but also
to run the program previously loaded into the memory. However, based on the fact that the
operator's workstation is used to control robotic arms in TIERA robot, using of default
program function is not required. Thus, for a manipulator controlled by ROS, only automatic
initialization is needed. Teach pendant also has to be turned off in the settings. After
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installing a payload of 3 kg, corresponding to the weight of gripper and force and torque
sensor, settings in PolyScope can be considered completed.

The next step in setting up remote initialization is installing control buttons. When the teach
pendant is removed, the UR10 controller box requires three buttons to be installed:
•

Power On button

•

Power Off button

•

Emergency stop button

Since all operations should be performed without opening hatches and accessing inside the
hull, a system if relays controlled by cRIO is used instead of buttons. It is important to note
that in the case of the UR10 it is necessary to press buttons for 200-500 ms, since holding
them pressed for too long is not recommended because of the risk of damage to controller
ports. Diagrams for connection buttons are presented in Figure 32.

Figure 32. Connections diagrams for buttons on UR10 control box (Universal Robots 2017).

Availability of free digital output ports allows connecting a sufficient number of relays to
control both manipulators simultaneously. A fragment of the LabVIEW block diagram
responsible for these functions is shown in Figure 33.

During this work, it was decided to use the Sain Smart 8-Channel 5V Relay Module (Sain
Smart 2018). Since corresponding buttons on both controllers are used in pairs, eight
channels are sufficient to provide necessary functionality. The voltage of the logic signal for
the relay is 5 V, each channel consumes 15-20 mA. Since the output voltage of the cRIO
digital output module is 24 V, and the relay requires a five-volt logic signal, working with
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the relay requires the adding a logic converter into the circuit. The connection diagram for
converter and relay module is shown in Figure 34. Button ports on the controller box are
connected to corresponding relay ports.

Figure 33. Block diagram for controlling relays.

Figure 34. Converter and relay connection diagram.

Block diagram for controlling the front light is similar to diagrams for controlling relays. In
turn, the climate control system is partially automated. To turn on the fan, operator can either
use button or adjust the critical temperature. Data from cRIO temperature sensor module is
already processed and supplied in degrees in Celsius, which are then converted to Fahrenheit
values in the LabVIEW program. A dial is used to set the critical temperature. The
temperature values are also displayed on the screen using thermometer. Since there are three
temperature sensors on board the robot, their value is averaged in a separate block when
analyzing and processing information. A comparison of critical and real temperature is
performed in the MathScript block, which is also responsible for switching between manual
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and automatic climate control. The block diagram responsible for climate control is shown
in the Figure 35.

Figure 35. Climate Control Block Diagram.

Another element of operator's GUI is the collision avoidance system, based on eight distance
sensors. The output signal of the sensor is the current that varies from 4 to 20 mA when the
distance is changed from 2 cm to 5 meters. Formula (17) is used to convert the signal in
amperes to centimeters. The value of Y corresponds to the distance to the object, X - the
output signal of the sensor.
𝑌 = (𝑋 ∙ 1000 − 4) ∙ 31.75

(17)

MathScript block is responsible for converting readings from the sensor, as well as their
further logical processing. The collision avoidance system works in the same way as car
parktronics, introducing four safety zones depending on the distance to the obstacle: safe,
far, middle and close. Depending on the distance received from the sonar, various indicators
light up on the graphical interface. A block diagram of the collision avoidance system is
shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Block diagram of collision avoidance system.

In this example, the front right sensor connected to analog input port 7 is shown. The
MathScript block converts values and performs further logical calculations to determine
which indicator needs to be lighten up and displays value of distance to obstacles in
centimeters.

Similar

calculations

are

made

for

other.

seven

sensors.

Security zone settings can be tined in a separate module, allowing user to specify intervals
in centimeters and supply them to all MathScript blocks simultaneously. The module is
shown in the Figure 41. All blocks are placed inside if loop that stops when the ”STOP”
button is pressed. Loop clock is set on 250 ms. GUI is presented in Figure 38.

Figure 37. Setting safety intervals inside the formula node.

In the upper left corner of the interface, a button for stopping the program execution is
located, as well as a lighting control button (the front light is currently on). For operator’s
convenience, the collision avoidance system is located around schematic image of the robot.
At the moment, the robot detects two obstacles: in the far range of the left front sensor and
one in the middle range of the front right (lateral) sensor. The remaining obstacles are at a
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safe distance and do not lead to the lighting up of proximity indicators. Sensor readings are
also displayed in numerical values in centimeters next to indicators.

Figure 38. TIERA operator’s workstation GUI.

Panel of the climate control system is located the in the right upper part of the graphical
interface. Averaged values from temperature sensors are displayed on the thermometer, and
also duplicated in numerical values in the Celsius and Fahrenheit. Thermometer is scaled to
output values from 0 to 70 degrees Celsius, the operating temperature range of robot’s
electronics. The critical temperature value is set by means of a circular dial and also
displayed in numerical values. The fan automatically turns on when the critical temperature
is reached and turns off when the robot cools down below critical temperature. To switch to
manual climate control, operator needs to press the "Manual fan control" button, which
disables the logic part of the code analyzing the on-board temperature, and then "Fan ON"
to activate the on-board fan.
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UR10 control box interface is located in the lower right part of the GUI. The controllers turn
on synchronously when the ARMS ON button is pressed, after which the hands are
automatically initialized, and the brakes are disengaged, preparing UR 10 for work. Since
the controller ports operate with a pulse signal (to avoid damaging to the ports), mechanic
action of buttons is configured as “latch when released”. It is important to note that switching
on and off must be done with different buttons, since only using the “power OFF” button
allows saving all parameters and safely shutting down the controller. Emergency stop, in
turn, requires a to be turned on all the time the button is pressed. The emergency stop button
on the operator interface is configured for a similar action. For the operator's convenience,
when the button is operated, the red indicator light comes on, reminding that the emergency
brakes are activated.
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7 RESULTS

7.1 SSH and operator’s GUI
SSH communication was used during field tests and demonstrations of TIERA robot. It has
proven to be a reliable way to run software on Advantech computer remotely from the
operator’s workstation. Thanks to SSH tunnel, operator can access on-board computer using
the terminal in Ubuntu Linux. Designed GUI allows operator to remotely turn UR10
controller on an off using LabVIEW software. It also provides operator with important
information about surroundings and is used to control auxiliary on-board systems such as
climate control and front light.

7.2 Control of UR10
ROS graph for the working system of the right arm is presented in Figure 39 (also see
Appendix). It shows that all elements for the robotic arm were combined into the working
system that successfully communicates inside ROS.

Figure 39. ROS computational graph for the right arm.

Results of experiment with UR10 are presented on Figure 40. In this experiment, the arm
was controlled by Geomagic Touch, and position of the end effector in Y axis was
considered. It is visible that arm is able to reach position of the Geomagic Touch joystick,
however, inverse kinematics adds delay that affects its overall responsiveness.

Experiments similar to the one performed with right arm was conducted on the left arm to
check its responsiveness. Results of the experiment are presented in Figure 41. It should be
noted that due to axes inversion, it was more convenient to build plot in Z axis. The plot
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shows that UR10 successfully reaches desired position. However, due to less RAM
dedicated for this machine, delay is more significant than in case of the right arm.

Figure 40. Position of Geomagic Touch joystick and UR10 end effector in Y axis.

Figure 41. Position of haptic device joystick and UR10 in vertical axis.

7.3 Haptic feedback
To test that FT150 force and torque sensor works properly with ROS, it was accessed using
ROS plotting tool. During the experiment, a varying force was applied to the sensor in
different directions. Results are presented in Figure 42. It can be seen that sensor was
accurately calibrated to account for gravity and mass of the gripper since all measurements
start at around 0 N. Forces in all three axes could be measured and published in ROS topic.
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Similar experiment was conducted on the left sensor and its results presented in Figure 43
show that the sensor also works in ROS correctly.
Another experiment was conducted in order to check right sensor’s calibration and precision.
The end effector was rotated for 360º around its longitudinal axis with constant force of 70
N (7.13 kg) applied from the top. Sensor readings were accessed using the rostopic echo
/robotiq_force_torque_sensor command and averaged in 5 samples each. Results of the
experiment are presented in Table 6. It is visible that orientation of axes and values of forces
in general are correct. Error in resulting force is probably caused by tension in fasteners,
dislocation of experimental mass, vibrations, error in end effector positioning etc. Data is
also presented in Figure 44.

Judging by the plot, it is visible that in course of full rotation, forces in X and Y directions
return to their initial values after reaching peak values. Force in Z axis slightly fluctuate
around 0 value due to the fact that this is the axis that end effector rotated around. Values
different from 0 are mostly caused by vibrations and end effector’s misalignment in
horizontal axis.

Figure 42. Data from the right FT150 sensor in rqt_plot.
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Figure 43. Data from the left FT 150 sensor in rqt_plot.

Table 6. Sensor readings for end effector rotating in longitudinal axis.
Angular
position, º
0
45
90
135
180
225
270
315
360

Force in
XS axis, N
-68.284
-45.054
5.852
53.492
56.290
26.990
-12.688
-50.526
-66.462

Force in
YS axis, N
14.918
55.592
63.676
36.644
-12.068
-50.446
-59.89
-34.048
13.33

Force in ZS
axis, N
-1.326
-7.786
-8.488
-7.978
-8.126
-4.018
0.088
2.904
-2.426

Resulting
force Fg, N
69.91
71.98
64.51
65.33
58.14
57.35
61.22
60.99
67.83

Tests of working haptic feedback with Geomagic Touch have later confirmed the
experimental data and shown that the software allows to reliably sense forces on the haptic
device. No sudden pulsations in forces occur, and positioning and orientation do not affect
quality of readings. Force coefficient turned out to be enough to provide operator with tactile
feedback, but not enough to make control of the joystick uncomfortable. The system has
shown to be reliable way to provide tactile feedback, thus, achieving the goal of this work.
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Figure 44. Data from sensor, rotating 360º. Fx, Fy and Fz are forces in respective axes, Fg
is the resulting force.
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This thesis continues work on TIERA mobile robot in the Laboratory of Intelligent Machines
in LUT. Main tasks in course of this work were:
•

Establish remote control over UR10 control boxes.

•

Configure a channel to access robot’s on-board computer from the operator’s
workstation.

•

Adapt kinematic study of right arm to left arm and make sure that whole system is
working correctly.

•

Get a reliable, noise-free force feedback on a haptic device.

In course of this work, study of Robot Operating System (ROS) and TIERA’s hardware was
performed. Information on structure of ROS and its methods of communicating and building
a distributed computational graph was presented. Study on main elements of robotic arms,
such as UR10 manipulators, Robotiq grippers and sensors etc. was also conducted and their
important features and characteristics were determined and included into this paper. This
work also includes information on studies, performed by researchers previously working on
TIERA mobile robot.

Establishing remote control over UR10 control boxes implied setting robotic arm software
and hardware to completely remove teach pendants and provide robot’s operator with ability
to initialize robotic arms without opening hatches on TIERA’s hull. To do so, robotic arms
were configured using PolyScope for auto-initialization when control box is turned on.
Turning on the control box without interfering into the robot’s interior can be performed by
using a system of relays that are connected to ports reserved for on/off and emergency stop
buttons. Operator’s graphical user interface (GUI) was developed in NI Lab VIEW to
remotely control the relays. The proposed GUI also allows to visualize information from
sensors on-board the robot.

Communication with Advantech computer placed inside the robot, where Master of ROS
network is running, was established using Secure Shell (SSH), a built-in Linux tool that is
used to access remote computers through the terminal. SSH allows operator to launch
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software on on-board computer from the workstation without any need to connect input and
output devices (such as keyboard, mouse, display etc.) to Advantech. This greatly simplifies
preparations of robot for work and reduces time needed to make it operational.

Kinematics study previously done for the right arm was changed and adapted to work with
left UR10. Control for the left arm was also successfully established. Software for both arms
was developed to easily switch between mobile configuration with limited dimensions and
operational configuration with arms positioned to minimize risk of collisions. It should be
mentioned that both robotic arms can be used at the same time. Experiments have shown
that robotic arms were able to follow position of joystick, however, due to inverse kinematics
function requiring complex computations, a visible delay occurs.

Force feedback system based on haptic device and FT150 Force Sensors placed on UR10
was also built. It allows operator to sense forces applied to both grippers of robotic arms
simultaneously using two Geomagic touch. Sensors were calibrated using Robotiq software
to take gravity and mass of the gripper into account, greatly improving accuracy and
removing dangerous noise that used to appear in the haptic device and often led to operator
losing control over robotic arms. Coordinate systems of Geomagic Touch and FT 150 were
studied to correctly transform forces. Field tests of TIERA have shown that haptic feedback
was established accurately, directions of forces inside the haptic device correspond with
directions of forces affecting the gripper, and current scaling coefficient is enough to sense
forces on the haptic device, but not enough to make control uncomfortable.

Current force sensing system has only two drawbacks:
•

Forces aren’t translated according to position of the end effector and are tied to the
sensor’s coordinate system. For example, if the wrist is rotated 90º and the force is
applied downwards in vertical axis, operator will feel the force in horizontal
direction, since it’s applied in the horizontal axis of the sensor.

•

Sensor needs to be calibrated again each time some parts of robotic arm are
disconnected, or, in case of adding additional constant weight.

Current issues with the control system could be solved with further study. Researching ways
of simplifying inverse kinematics could greatly improve UR10 responsiveness by decreasing
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computational time. Neural networks could be used to teach robot to accurately find the most
optimal way of performing movement without using complex function to find best solution.

Further study on haptics could be aimed at introducing another coordinate system, which
would allow to translate forces with respect to position of gripper. It would make control
more accurate and intuitive, simplifying work of the operator in case that the arm is working
in different angular position from the default one. Unfortunately, calibration issue could not
be fixed, since it is caused by physical processes inside the sensor. For example, even if after
disassembling the robotic arm was built again using the same parts, reading from the sensor
would still not be accurate because of change in tensions caused by fasteners. However, as
shown in this work, calibrating the sensor using supplied software is relatively easy and
could be done without removing FT150 from the robotic arm.

Thus, studies performed in this work show that ROS-based system is a reliable way to control
arms of the mobile robot. Each element, including manipulators, grippers and sensors, can
be connected to the ROS network to work in one computational graph. Modular structure of
the graph allows to distribute processes between different computers, such as, in case of a
mobile robot, on-board Advantech computer and operator’s workstation. Studies on
kinematics performed during this work can also be adapted to different control devices
besides Geomagic Touch. Current work may also present interest for researchers working
outside the field of mobile robotics, since it includes study that could be applied to any
robotic arms, both working autonomously with a predetermined program, or using external
commands from the operator. Finally, information on force and torque sensors could be used
to build distributed ROS control systems that include multiple sensors.
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APPENDIX I
Advantech ARK-3440 specifications (Walker Industrial 2018).
CPU

Intel® Mobile Core ™ i7-610E 2.53 GHz

System chipset

Intel®QM57 chipset

BIOS

AMI 64 Mbit, SPI

Memory

4 GB DDR3 1066/1333 MHz

Graphics

Intel integrated graphics, CRT, DVI and HDMI

Ethernet

Two 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet controllers
2 x RS232, 1 x RS232/422/485 (w/ auto flow control)

IO interface

6 x USB ports, compliant with USB 2.0
Supports drive bay space for 2 x SATA 2.5" HDD (9.5

Storage

mm height only)
38 W (with is Intel @ Core i7-610E at 2.53 GHz and

Typical Power Consumption

w/o expansion)

Dimensions

220 mm x 102.5 mm x 200 mm

Weight

4 kg

Operating temperature

0° to 45°C, with air flow

Relative humidity

95% @ 40° C (non-condensing)
Grms, IEC 60068-2-64, random, 5 ~ 500 Hz, 1

Vibration tolerances

Oct./min, 1 hr/axis.

Shock resistance

20 G, IEC 60068-2-27, half sine, 11 ms duration

EMC

CE/FCC Class A, CCC, BSMI

Safety Certifications

UL, CCC, BSM

Water and dust resistance

IP40

APPENDIX II
ROS computational graph for the right arm.

